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Summary

The NH₂-terminal peptide of myelin basic protein (MBP) bound to the class II major histocompatibility complex (MHC) protein I-Au is an immunodominant epitope in experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis, a murine model of multiple sclerosis. However, the MBP–I-Au complex is very unstable. To investigate this, we performed site-directed mutagenesis of the I-Au MHC protein and the MBP peptide. Biochemical, T cell activation, and molecular modeling studies of mutant complexes demonstrate that the MBP peptide's key residue for MHC binding, lysine 4, is buried in the P6 pocket of I-Au, which is predominantly hydrophobic. This implies that the MBP–I-Au complex differs from more stable complexes in two respects: (a) the peptide leaves the NH₂-terminal region of the MHC peptide-binding cleft unoccupied; (b) the peptide is not anchored by typical favorable interactions between peptide side chains and MHC pockets. To test these hypotheses, a modified MBP peptide was designed based on molecular modeling, with the aim of producing strong I-Au binding. Extension of the NH₂-terminus of MBP with six amino acids from the ova peptide, and replacement of the lysine side chain in the P6 pocket with an aromatic anchor, results in a 1,000-fold increased binding stability. These results provide an explanation for the unusual peptide–MHC-binding kinetics of MBP, and should facilitate an understanding of why mice are not tolerant to this self-peptide–MHC complex.

X-ray diffraction studies of MHC–peptide complexes have provided a structural picture of how peptide antigens are presented by the MHC (1). A striking feature of these structures is the conservation of peptide conformation. In crystal structures of class II MHC–peptide complexes (2–5), the backbone conformations of the bound peptides are very similar, suggesting a basic pattern that other structures may be expected to follow: an extended peptide conformation spanning the MHC cleft from end to end, with burial of individual sidechains (especially in the P1 and P9 pockets) resulting in stable, selective binding (1, 6).

However, some aspects of this picture may not be applicable to all antigens. So far, structures have been solved only for stable peptide–MHC complexes. Short-lived and low-affinity complexes are also important in mediating immune responses (7, 8) and in autoimmune disease (9–13). Stable antigen–MHC complexes have dissociation half-times of tens to hundreds of hours (14). By contrast, short-lived complexes dissociate in minutes (9, 15, 16), suggesting that their structures may be significantly different.

An interesting example is the short-lived peptide–MHC complex involved in the murine model of multiple sclerosis, formed by the NH₂-terminal fragment of mouse myelin basic protein (MBP) and the class II MHC proteins I-Au or I-Ak. This fragment of MBP binds only weakly to I-Au and I-Ak with a dissociation half-time of ~15 min from I-Au and a dissociation half-time of <3 min from I-Ak (15). Nevertheless, it appears to be the immunodominant epitope in the disease model experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE; references 9, 17–21).

There is evidence that the NH₂-terminal peptide of MBP binds within the classical MHC peptide-binding cleft. It competes for MHC binding with invariant chain peptide (22), which has been shown to bind in the cleft of a

Abbreviations used in this paper: CLIP, class II–associated invariant chain peptide; d-ala, d-alanine; DM, dodecyl maltoside; EAE, experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis; HPSEC, high-performance size exclusion chromatography; MBP, myelin basic protein.
class II MHC (3). MBP also competes with other peptide antigens such as Ova 323-339 (15, 19) and HEL 46-61 (15). MBP binding is strongly influenced by several residues (23) that have been observed to be peptide contacts in crystal structures of MHC.

We have previously constructed molecular models of the class II MHC alleles I-A^d and I-A^k that present the MBP Ac1-9 peptide (23). These models did not include any antigenic peptide. In analyzing these models, we originally focused on two polymorphic MHC residues, β38 and β61, which appeared to modulate T cell recognition of MBP in both I-A^d and I-A^k. Substitutions at these positions had quite different effects in I-A^d vs I-A^k. Our molecular models suggested that these differences might be due to neighboring polymorphisms, especially residue β9 (23). This polymorphism (histidine in K vs. valine in U) appeared to shift surrounding sidechains significantly, and, because of its position in an important specificity pocket (P6), also seemed likely to create a strong difference in peptide binding selectivity.

Here, we report the results of site-directed mutagenesis of I-A residue β9 and the application of these results to obtain a molecular model of the MBP–I-A^d complex. In addition, the model has been used to design an analogue of MBP that binds very strongly to I-A^d is described.

**Materials and Methods**

**Peptide Synthesis.** All peptides were synthesized using standard Fmoc chemistry and purified by reverse phase HPLC. The identity and purity of each peptide was confirmed by a combination of analytical HPLC, amino acid analysis, and mass spectrometry. For FACScan binding assays, biotinylated peptides based on the rat MBP sequence, MBP Ac1-13 (AcASQKRPSQRHGSK-biotin) and mutants (K4A, K4Y, K4E) were synthesized. For studies of the stability of isolated peptide–MHC complexes, the following peptides and mutated variants as described in the text were synthesized: CLIP (86-100) (KPVSQMRMATPLLMR) and variants; mouse MBP Ac1-12 (AcASQKRPSQR SKY) and MBP Ac1-12 K4Y (AcASQKRPSQR SKY); and ova-MBP (ISOA VAASQKRPSQR SKY) and ova-MBP K4Y (ISOA VAASQKRPSQR SKY) (MHC position 4 indicated in bold). A cysteine was added to the COOH-terminal end of MBP Ac1-12 and MBP Ac1-12 K4Y, and the free thiol side chain of the cysteine was labeled with 5-iodoacetamidofluorescein. All other peptides were labeled at their NH2 terminus using the N-hydroxysuccinimide ester of 5,6-carboxyfluorescein (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR).

**Cell Cultures and Conditions.** Cells were grown in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 2 mM glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin, and 2 × 10^{-5} M β-mercaptoethanol. Selection medium for the L cell transfectants was prepared by supplementing with 30 μM pyroxyamine, 400 μM aminopterin, and 16 μM thymidine (HAT; Gibco BRL, Gaithersburg, MD).

**MHC Protein Purification.** Procedures for class II MHC protein isolation have been described previously (24). I-A^d and I-A^u were obtained from BW5174.1.4 cells transfected with the appropriate α and β chain cDNA (16) and purified by affinity chromatography on a 10-2.16 anti-I-A antibody column. Protein was eluted with solutions of either 0.2 or 1.0 mM dodecyl maltoside (DM) / 0.5 M NaCl / 0.1 M Na2CO3 pH 11.5. Protein concentrations were determined using a micro BCA assay (Pierce Chemical Co., Rockford, IL).

**Peptide Binding to Live L Cell Transfectants.** Flow cytometric analysis was performed on nontransfected, wild-type, and mutated L cell transfectants incubated with biotinylated-MBP Ac1-13 (4A, 4E, or 4Y) as described previously (23, 25). L cell transfectants (5 × 10^5) were washed once and incubated with 200 μM biotinylated MBP or MBP analogue peptide in 200 μl final volume of RPMI 1640 with 1% BSA for 4 h at 37°C, 7% CO2, followed by two washes. After washing, the cells were immediately incubated with streptavidin–Q qantum red/PE conjugate (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) for 20 min on ice and analyzed. FITC-conjugated mouse anti-I-β1-C-specific monoclonal antibody 10-2.16 (26) was used to determine the MHC expression level; these cells were also stained for viability with propidium iodide. Samples were analyzed on an EPICS 753 flow cytometer for dual-color fluorescence as previously described (23). Net peptide binding was calculated as streptavidin–Q qantum red or streptavidin–phycocerythrin linear mean fluorescence–background linear mean fluorescence (nontransfected L cells plus peptide), and divided by the FITC mean fluorescence to give the ratio of bound peptide over the level of M HC expression. Normalized peptide binding to the various transfectants was calculated as the ratio of net peptide binding to the transfectant, divided by the net peptide binding of the MBP 4A peptide to the wild-type transfectant.

**Peptide Dissociation Kinetics.** MHC protein was incubated with excess fluorescein-labeled peptide for various times (depending upon the time required to get the maximal amount of binding). Excess peptide was removed from the sample (depending upon the time required to get the maximal amount of binding). Excess peptide was removed from the sample (depending upon the time required to get the maximal amount of binding). Excess peptide was removed from the sample (depending upon the time required to get the maximal amount of binding). Excess peptide was removed from the sample (depending upon the time required to get the maximal amount of binding).

**T Cell Stimulation Assays.** The MBP-specific T cell clone E3 was obtained from a B10.A (H-2b) mouse. T cell hybridoma BR 4 was obtained from B10.BR mice as described (23). The MBP-specific T cell clone E3 was obtained from a B10.A mouse immunized with MBP 1-11 as described (28). For measurement of T cell hybridoma IL-2 production, 4 × 10^4 liters of cell transfectants were incubated with 2 × 10^6 T cell hybridoma cells and the indicated peptide in a volume of 200 μl. After 18-24 h, this mixture was frozen at −80°C for at least 2 h before harvesting supernatants, and IL-2 production was measured using the IL-2-dependent cell line HT-2. For measurement of T cell clone IL-3 production, 5 × 10^4 I-A^u-transfected BW5174.1.4 cells were incubated with 5 × 10^5 E3 clone T cells and the indicated peptide in a volume of 200 μl. Supernatants were harvested at 24 h and assayed for IL-3 production using an Endogen (Cambridge,
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Molecular Modeling. Models of the murine MHC proteins I-A\textsuperscript{u} and I-A\textsuperscript{b} from previous work (23) were used as the basis for modeling their complexes with the MBP Ac1-9 peptide. Peptide backbone coordinates of the hemagglutinin 306-318 peptide, from the crystal structure of its complex with the class II MHC protein HLA-DR1 (29), were superimposed on our I-A\textsuperscript{u} and I-A\textsuperscript{b} models, as a canonical framework for assessing different MBP-binding modes. To model each hypothetical alignment of the MBP Ac1-9 sequence onto the canonical peptide framework, the MBP sidechains and MHC sidechains contacting the peptide were predicted ab initio by self-consistent ensemble optimization (30, 31), as previously applied to MHC modeling (23, 32).

The final MBP-MHC models were modified to refine the region surrounding a two-residue deletion in the \( \beta \)-chain helix in the I-A\textsuperscript{b} and I-A\textsuperscript{u} alleles at \( \beta 65-66 \). Tyr \( \beta 65 \) was rebuilt in the context of the existing model by the program SEGMOD (33), and the whole model refined by constrained minimization in the program ENCAD (34), using the LOOK software suite (Molecular Applications Group, Palo Alto, CA) with default settings and parameters.

An NH\textsubscript{2}-terminally extended N-ova-MBP peptide (SQAV-AASQKRPSQRHG) was modeled starting from the MBP Ac1-11 model. To construct the full NH\textsubscript{2}-terminal extension, the crystal structure coordinates for the complex of CLIP bound to HLA-DR3 (3) were superimposed on our model using the C\textsuperscript{n}s of the first 90 amino acids of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) chains, and the P1 and P9 positions of the bound peptides. N-ova-MBP was based on the first six amino acids of CLIP, plus the MBP and I-A\textsuperscript{u} coordinates of our original model, and modeled using the same procedures and parameters as described above.

Results

Interaction of MBP Residue 4 With MHC Residue \( \beta 9 \). We focused initially on one MBP residue (position 4) shown to interact strongly with I-A\textsuperscript{u} (9, 21) and one MHC residue, \( \beta 9 \), predicted to be a key determinant of the P6 pocket (23). I-A \( \beta 9 \) is polymorphic: it is valine in I-A\textsuperscript{u} vs. histidine in I-A\textsuperscript{b}. This suggested that \( \beta 9 \) could create a preference for interacting with a hydrophobic peptide sidechain in I-A\textsuperscript{u}, vs. a polar or negatively charged sidechain in I-A\textsuperscript{b}. We synthesized an MBP Ac1-11 mutant with peptide residue 4 lysine replaced by a negatively charged glutamate (4E), and tested its binding to I-A\textsuperscript{b} and I-A\textsuperscript{u} by FACS\textsuperscript{®} analysis (Fig. 1a). This substitution improves binding to I-A\textsuperscript{b} by >20-fold over wild-type, and ~2-fold over MBP Ac1-11 4A, an altered MBP peptide in which replacement of peptide residue 4 lysine with alanine enhances MHC affinity (17, 19). In contrast, binding to I-A\textsuperscript{u} is reduced at least 10-fold (Fig. 1a; for comparison with wild-type MBP Ac1-11, Tate, K.M., and P.P. Jones, unpublished results).

Evidence for a direct interaction between MBP peptide residue 4 and I-A residue \( \beta 9 \) is provided by studies of the ability of site-directed mutants of \( \beta 9 \) to bind a series of MBP Ac1-11 peptides substituted at position 4 with alanine (4A), glutamate (4E), or tyrosine (4Y). We have constructed a mutant of I-A\textsuperscript{b} with \( \beta 9 \) valine replaced by histidine as found in I-A\textsuperscript{b} (V9H), and a mutant of I-A\textsuperscript{u} with \( \beta 9 \) histidine replaced by valine (V9H). FACS\textsuperscript{®} peptide binding studies show that replacement of \( \beta 9 \) switches the specificity of the MHC from that characteristic of one allele to that of the other (Fig. 1a). Thus, although I-A\textsuperscript{u} prefers 4E and I-A\textsuperscript{b}

Figure 1. I-A residue \( \beta 9 \) interacts with MBP residue 4. (a) Binding of biotinylated MBP peptides with residue 4 lysine replaced with either glutamate (4E), tyrosine (4Y), or alanine (4A) to the surface of L cells transfected with \( \beta 9 \) mutants of I-A\textsuperscript{u} and I-A\textsuperscript{b}. Binding for each mutant is compared with MBP 4A binding to wild-type I-A\textsuperscript{u} and I-A\textsuperscript{b} (normalized to 1.0 for each allele). (b) T cell hybridoma BR4 response to the altered MBP peptides described above presented by L cells transfected with \( \beta 9 \) mutants of I-A\textsuperscript{u} and I-A\textsuperscript{b}. T cell responses to M BP 4A were normalized to 1.0 for each allele.
Our approach is based on the most conserved feature of MHC–peptide binding, the network of backbone hydrogen bonds observed in all known MHC crystal structures, which enforces an extended conformation on the peptide (1). This feature simplifies the problem of solving the structure of the MHC-bound peptide to determining the “alignment” of the peptide’s sequence in the peptide-binding groove; that is, which peptide sidechains should be placed in which MHC pockets. This strategy has been successful in using x-ray crystallographic data obtained for the hemagglutinin 306-318 peptide to model the structure of an invariant chain peptide (CLIP) binding to several class II MHCs (32), independent of x-ray crystallographic data concerning CLIP binding (3).

We used self-consistent ensemble optimization sidechain modeling (30, 31) to compare several possible alignments of MBP Ac1-9 (the native peptide is acetylated on its NH2 terminus) within the peptide-binding cleft (for a detailed description of these results, see Appendix). Most of these modes diverge from the pattern of TCR- vs. MHC-contact residues suggested by experimental studies of MBP Ac1-9 and its analogues, suggesting that MBP 4 is unlikely to be in any pocket other than P6. In addition to resulting in logical MHC and TCR contacts, the placement of MBP residue 4 in the P6 pocket results in a direct contact between MBP 4 and I-Aβ9, consistent with the site-directed mutagenesis data.

Our model of MBP Ac1-9 complexed with I-Aμ is shown in Fig. 2, compared with the crystal structure of hemagglutinin peptide complexed with HLA-DR1 (29). Based on existing class II MHC–peptide complex crystal structures, only the first nine amino acids of MBP could be modeled; however, the model should be applicable to longer MBP peptides since they bind to I-Aμ in the same registry as Ac1-9 (as shown by T cell stimulation). Unlike known MHC–peptide structures, in which the peptide spans the full length of the MHC cleft, MBP binds in only part of the cleft, leaving the NH2-terminal side (as defined by the orientation of the antigenic peptide) unoccupied (Fig. 2 b). The first amino acid of the peptide lies midway in the cleft, in the P3 position. Whereas nearly all peptides used to study antigen presentation in vitro are fragments from the middle of a protein sequence, and may in vivo be presented with variable NH2- and COOH-terminal extensions, MBP Ac1-9 constitutes the first nine amino acids of the protein’s NH2 terminus.

The model also diverges from known peptide–MHC structures by its lack of anchor residues in the deep specificity-determining pockets of the cleft. In HLA-DR1, for example, large hydrophobic sidechains near the peptide’s NH2- and COOH-terminal extensions. MBP Ac1-9 constitutes the first nine amino acids of the protein’s NH2 terminus.

Figure 2. Molecular model of the MBP Ac1-9–I-Aμ complex compared with the crystal structure of a stable peptide–MHC complex. (a) The crystal structure of a hemagglutinin (purple)-DR1 (white) complex, with the hydrophobic anchor residues P1 (tyrosine) and P9 (leucine) marked in red. (b) The model of MBP Ac1-9 (Ac-ASQKRPSQR, purple) complexed with I-Aμ (white); the MBP 4 Lys sidechain is marked in red. The NH2- and COOH-terminal ends of the cleft (as defined by the orientation of the antigenic peptide) are indicated by letters. (c) Cross-section side view of the MBP Ac1-9–I-Aμ complex, showing the empty P1 pocket (left) and general absence of anchoring interactions. The MBP peptide backbone is shown as a ribbon (purple), with the MBP 4 Lys sidechain in red.
A longitudinal cross-section view of the MBP–I-Au model shows the striking absence of MBP anchoring residues from the cleft's pockets (Fig. 2c).

The Specificity of the I-A<sub>k,u</sub> P6 Pocket Is Consistent with MBP Residue 4. The evidence for a direct interaction between the I-A<sub>k</sub> β9 and MBP residue 4 (see first section of Results) is an important element of our model. In our models of class II alleles I-A<sub>k,u</sub>, the β9 sidechain points towards the P6 pocket (23, 32), and is predicted to contact the MBP residue 4 sidechain there. However, the β9 mainchain atoms lie between pockets P6 and P9, and in recent class II crystal structures (HLA-DR<sub>1</sub>, HLA-DR<sub>3</sub>, I-E<sub>k</sub>) the β9 sidechain forms one side of the P9 pocket (3, 4, 29).

To test the location of the β9 sidechain in I-A<sub>k,u</sub>, we have sought to relate our peptide substitution experiments to a known crystal structure. CLIP binds to all class II MHCs, and a crystal structure of its complex with HLA-DR<sub>3</sub> has been reported (3), which closely matches our models of CLIP bound to several different MHCs including I-A<sub>k,u</sub> (32). We made substitutions in CLIP at the positions (residues 96, 99) found in the P6 and P9 pockets (3), and measured their effects on binding to I-A<sub>u</sub> and I-A<sub>k</sub>. Our results show that I-A P6 pocket specificity, as assayed by CLIP 96 proline → tyrosine or proline → glutamate substitutions, closely matches the MBP residue 4 amino acid preferences, whereas P9 does not. In I-A<sub>k</sub>, glutamate is preferred at CLIP position 96 (Fig. 3a) whereas in I-A<sub>u</sub> tyrosine is preferred (Fig. 3b). A similar pair of substitutions at CLIP 99 (P9 position), methionine → phenylalanine or methionine → glutamate produce effects unlike the MBP residue 4 amino acid preferences (both decreased stability of binding, see Fig. 3). Substitution studies of the CLIP residues that bind in P1, P5, and P7 show no pattern of preferences similar to that of P6 (36).

Design of an NH<sub>2</sub>-terminal Extension of MBP That Greatly Stabilizes Its Binding. We have used the model to attempt to design a variant of the MBP peptide with enhanced binding stability. We sought to fill the NH<sub>2</sub>-terminal side of the cleft and place a favorable anchoring sidechain (valine) in the P1 pocket, by adding a six amino acid sequence (323–328) from the NH<sub>2</sub> terminus of the ova peptide. The model suggests several stabilizing interactions, including three new hydrogen bonds to the peptide backbone from I-A<sub>u</sub> residues α55–57, and burial of the valine sidechain within the P1 pocket (Fig. 4a).

We measured the binding and dissociation of this NH<sub>2</sub>-terminally extended MBP peptide (ova-MBP) with I-A<sub>u</sub> (Fig. 4b). Ova-MBP binds with higher affinity than MBP, and dissociates ~80-fold more slowly than wild-type MBP Ac1-12. This large increase in the stability of the complex by addition of the six-residue NH<sub>2</sub>-terminal extension strongly suggests that the wild-type MBP peptide does not fill the binding groove, as shown in Fig. 2. Furthermore, the enhanced stability of the ova-MBP complex is not due to ova-MBP binding in a different registry from MBP, as ova-MBP can bind to I-A<sub>u</sub> to trigger IL-3 production from an MBP-specific T cell clone (Fig. 4c).

To stabilize further the extended MBP peptide, we introduced the substitution 4 lysine → tyrosine (MBP residue numbering). This mutation increases stability of binding to...
Figure 4. Design, dissociation kinetics, and biological activity of an NH₂-terminal extension of MBP. (a) Molecular model of ova-MBP K4Y (ISQAVASQYRPSQRSK, shown in ball and stick) bound to I-Au (ribbon). MBP residues 1–9 are colored blue, with the NH₂-terminal extension in lighter bonds. Three hydrogen bonds from I-Au to the NH₂-terminal extension are shown as dashed green lines. (b) Dissociation of the wild-type MBP Ac1-12 (open diamonds), ova-MBP (filled diamonds), MBP Ac1-12 K4Y (open circles), and ova-MBP K4Y (filled circles) complexes with I-Au. (c) IL-3 production of the MBP-specific E3 T cell clone in response to the following peptides presented by I-Au–transfected BW 5147.G.1.4 cells: MBP Ac1-14 (open triangles), MBP Ac1-14 K4A (inverted triangles), fluorescently-labeled ova-MBP (open squares), fluorescently labeled ova-MBP K4Y (filled squares), and negative control peptide (see Materials and Methods) MBP Ac1-14 K4A R5A (filled circles). In studies of T cell proliferation, wild-type and 4A MBP, but not either of the extended peptides, triggered full T cell clone proliferation when presented by I-Au–expressing splenocytes (data not shown).
I-A\textsuperscript{u} for both the original M BP Ac1-11 peptide (9, 15) and for the extended ova-M BP peptide (Fig. 4 b). This result suggests both bind to I-A\textsuperscript{u} the same way, placing residue 4 (M BP residue numbering) in the P6 pocket. Moreover, the extended peptide is a potent activator of IL-3 production by an M BP-specific T cell clone (Fig. 4 c), clearly indicating an identical registry as wild-type M BP. Thus, by making two changes in M BP suggested by the model extending its NH\textsubscript{2} terminus and adding favorable anchor residues (Fig. 4 a) we have increased the stability of binding to I-A\textsuperscript{u} by >1,000-fold, producing slow dissociation kinetics (t\textsubscript{1/2} >200 h) characteristic of high affinity M HC–antigen complexes.

Discussion

Evidence That the M BP Ac1-9 Peptide Binds Towards the COOH-terminal End of the I-A\textsuperscript{u} Cleft. The function of M HC proteins is to present a diverse array of antigenic peptides to T cells. X-ray crystallographic studies of stable peptide–M HC complexes have shown how the M HC structure accomplishes this. A series of hydrogen bonds from M HC amino acid side chains holds the peptide backbone in a conserved extended conformation, while deep pockets in the M HC protein accept specific peptide sidechains (especially at P1 and P9 positions; 1, 3–5). Although this design allows stable binding of many peptides, some important antigens, in particular some involved in autoimmune disease, do not bind stably to M HC (7–13). To investigate the structure of the short-lived peptide–M HC complex formed by the NH\textsubscript{2}-terminal peptide of M BP bound to the class II M HC protein I-A\textsuperscript{u}, we have combined the approaches of molecular modeling and site-directed mutagenesis. The results of these studies suggest that the M BP–I-A\textsuperscript{u} complex differs from more stable complexes in that the peptide occupies only part of the M HC–peptide-binding cleft, failing to occupy the important P1 anchor pocket and also lacking favorable stabilizing anchors in the other M HC pockets (Fig. 2). Addition of either a single strong anchor (tyrosine in the P6 pocket) or extension of the peptide to fill the P1 pocket (the designed ova-M BP peptide) greatly stabilizes this peptide–M HC complex. Extension of the peptide combined with addition of the strong P6 anchor results in a greater than 1,000-fold stabilization of the complex compared with the wild-type complex.

Our proposed wild-type M BP–I-A\textsuperscript{u} structure does contain several stabilizing interactions (Fig. 5). The M BP 4 lysine terminal amine group makes contact with two aromatic sidechains (\beta\textsubscript{11} Phe, \beta\textsubscript{30} Tyr); aromatic rings have been shown to stabilize both charged and polar groups (37). The model also indicates that the M BP 4 lysine amino group may hydrogen bond to the I-A\textsuperscript{u} residue \beta\textsubscript{30} tyrosine hydroxyl. It is not certain whether the M BP 4 lysine amino group is protonated (in this connection see reference 38). Another potential stabilization is a salt bridge between M BP 5 Arg and I-A\textsuperscript{u} \beta\textsubscript{72} glutamate from the \beta\textsubscript{1} helix (Fig. 5); mutating \beta\textsubscript{72} blocks binding (39). For the seven residues of M BP that lie within the cleft there are a total of seven backbone hydrogen bonds from I-A\textsuperscript{u}, including all the conserved hydrogen bonds observed in this region in the H LA-DR1 complexes (2). Among these hydrogen bonds is one from I-A\textsuperscript{u} \beta\textsubscript{80} asparagine (I-A\textsuperscript{u} numbering) to the M BP N-acetyl carbonyl, the only specific interaction to the first two residues of M BP, which may be important for positioning the NH\textsubscript{2} terminus.

Comparison of the M BP–I-A Model with Published Data. We have compared our model with available experimental evidence. First, the model specifies the individual role of each M BP sidechain in binding to the M HC and potentially contacting the TCR (Fig. 6 a). Two residues are pre-

Figure 5. Interactions of M BP Ac1-9 with I-A\textsuperscript{u}. M BP Ac1-9 is shown in skeleton bonds (thick line, labeled in bold); I-A\textsuperscript{u} residues (thin lines) making hydrogen bonds and a salt bridge (\beta\textsubscript{72} Glu–M BP 5 Arg) to M BP are also shown (straight dotted lines). There is only one I-A\textsuperscript{u} pocket (P6) holding a deeply buried M BP sidechain (dashed line). I-A\textsuperscript{u} residues contacting M BP are indicated by small labels. The NH\textsubscript{2}- and COOH-terminal ends of the peptide are indicated by letters. Figure generated using LOOK.
predicted to point directly upwards towards the TCR. MBP 3 glutamine and MBP 6 proline, consistent with experimental evidence that these positions are critical for stimulation of both Aα- and Aβ-restricted T cell clones (17, 19, 20, 40). MBP 5 arginine is also predicted to be exposed at the surface of the complex, and could contact the TCR. According to our model, it could also make a contribution to binding, via hydrophobic burial in the P7 pocket and a salt bridge to I-Aβ β72 glutamic acid. Replacement of this residue by alanine reduces binding several-fold in competition assays (19). In the model, residues 2 and 7–11 appear to have only minor interaction with the MHC and TCR; experimentally, they can be replaced with alanine with little effect on binding, T cell stimulation, or induction of the MBP-mediated autoimmune disease EAE (19). Our model indicates that the NH2-terminal acetyl group of MBP is placed at the P2 position, a known TCR contact site.

Data on d-alanine (d-al) substitutions in MBP (Fig. 6 b) also appear consistent with the model. At positions 1 and 2, d-al does not fit Ramachandran map constraints in the model, clashing with the adjacent carbonyl group. At position 7 in our model, the d-al Cβ makes bad contacts with β37 Asp and β61 Tyr. At positions 8–11, outside the MHC cleft, the model indicates few constraining interactions disfavoring the d-amino acid. Experimentally, replacing Ala 8–11 with d-al reduces binding by only half; by contrast, a single d-al substitution at position 1, 2, or 7 renders binding undetectable (6).

There is also extensive data on the effects of MHC mutations and polymorphisms on MBP binding (Fig. 6 c). MBP’s asymmetric binding, which leaves the NH2-terminal region of the cleft empty (see Fig. 2 b), implies that binding of MBP Ac1-9 should be insensitive to mutations in the NH2-terminal pockets, in agreement with experimental data. For example, β86 is an important polymorphic position in the P1 pocket that strongly affects peptide binding to HLA-DR (2, 42–44). I-A alleles also exhibit significant polymorphism at this position, and peptide binding to I-Aβ has been shown to be sensitive to mutation of this residue. The substitution β86 threonine → leucine reduces binding of CLIP, but not of MBP (22). Similarly, mutation of α59 → aspartate (lysine), adjacent to the P1 and P2 peptide positions, reduces CLIP binding to I- Aβ, but has no effect on MBP binding (22). According to our model, this position is too distant from MBP to alter its

**Figure 6.** Comparison of the MBP Ac1-9–I-Aβ model with published data. MBP sidechains pointing towards the T cell receptor (blue), intermediate between T cell receptor and the MHC (red), buried in an MHC pocket (yellow), or interacting relatively little with either (green). These features closely match the pattern of MHC interactions with TCR–MHC as mapped by alanine-scanning substitutions (see text). Structural analysis of d-al substitutions and COOH-terminal deletions of MBP. MBP residues 1, 2, and 7 can not accept d-al sterically (red spheres), while residue 8 and beyond have little constraint against d-al (green spheres). Residue 9 and beyond (green backbone) have no mainchain hydrogen bonds to the MHC, whereas deletion of residues 8 (orange) and 7 (red) would remove one and two hydrogen bonds, respectively. This is in good agreement with experimental assay of the effects of d-al substitutions on COOH-terminal deletions on MBP–I-Aβ binding (see text). Amino acid substitution sites in I-Aβ that have no effect on MBP binding (blue), cause diminished binding (red), or improved binding (yellow). This fits the model’s predicted pattern of MBP–MHC interactions well (see text).
binding. In general, the positions reported not to affect MBP binding (blue in Fig. 6 d) in our model are distant from the peptide.

By contrast, mutations in the COOH-terminal side of the cleft influence MBP-peptide binding. For example, β38 and β61 are polymorphic residues in the side and floor of the MHC cleft, and contact MBP in the model. Mutations at these sites alter MBP binding and T cell stimulation in both I-A^d and I-A^k (23). Several other positions have been observed to influence MBP binding (39, Tate, K.M., unpublished results). Of these, I-A^d β72 glutamate makes a potential salt-bridge to MBP 5 arginine in the model; mutating it to alanine greatly reduces binding (39). β68 arginine also is close enough to interact with MBP 5 arginine; mutating it to alanine improves binding, potentially by alleviating electrostatic repulsion. Overall, the positions that affect MBP binding cluster strongly on the COOH-terminal side of the cleft (red), with no effects on the NH2-terminal side (Fig. 6 c). There is evidence that peptides as short as five amino acids can bind to the class Ib MHC H2-M3 (which has an occluded A pocket and appears to bind peptides shifted one residue relative to class Ia MHCs; references 46–48), or to I-A^d (49), so filling the entire binding groove is not a prerequisite for binding to the MHC.

Implications for T Cell Selection. In the absence of excess amounts of peptide, the rapid dissociation of functional MBP (half-time of minutes; reference 15) leads to a low number of MHC-MBP complexes on the surface of antigen-presenting cells. Recent microphysiometer studies have shown that the duration of T cell stimulation then correlates with the lifetime of the peptide-MHC complexes (8). MBP Ac1-11, which dissociates rapidly from the MHC, produces transient T cell responses, whereas peptides that dissociate slowly produce long-lived responses (8). Kumar et al. (11) reported that substitutions at MBP residue 4 that confer tight binding preferentially produce a Th1-like response (characterized by production of IFN-γ), that is not triggered by wild-type MBP peptide and MBP variants with similarly rapid dissociation. These results may potentially be related to the observation that rapid dissociation of TCR-MHC-antigen complexes appears to favor an antagonist (as opposed to agonist) response (50, 51). However, whether short-lived peptide-MHC complexes tend to form TCR-MHC-peptide ternary complexes of lower than average stability is currently unknown. It has been suggested that the half-time of the MBP-I-A^d complex may be too rapid for effective induction of tolerance mechanisms (9).

The placement of MBP's NH2 terminus within the region of the cleft known to be contacted by the TCR (52) raises questions about whether alternatively spliced transcripts of MBP could affect thymic selection of MBP-responsive T cell populations. MBP has been shown to be expressed as a fusion protein (with the golli polypeptide attached to its NH2 terminus) during development, and at some later stages, in the spleen, thymus and other tissues (53–55). If the MBP epitope spanned the entire MHC cleft like known antigens (2–5), the golli residues attached to its NH2 terminus in the fusion protein would be outside of the cleft, and would likely have little effect on T cell selection. By contrast, with the NH2 terminus of MBP placed directly in the region contacted by the T cell receptor, the addition of golli residues during thymic selection would likely alter T cell responses, potentially producing autoreactive T cells. We have observed that NH2-terminal extension of MBP (both ova-MBP and ova-MBP K4Y) abrogated proliferation responses of a series of MBP-responsive T cell lines tested in this laboratory (Rabinowitz, J.D., unpublished data), despite allowing some IL-3 production (Fig. 4 c). Thus, some MBP-specific T cells appear to respond to the NH2-terminally extended MBP as a partial agonist (56–58), consistent with the possibility that the golli-MBP fusion peptide may fail to negatively select, and instead positively select (50, 59), some MBP-responsive T cells.

Appendix

Evaluation of Possible Registries for MBP Ac1-9 Binding to I-A^d

Models containing MBP Ac1-9 in all likely registries were evaluated by comparison with experimental data, to identify features of the models that were consistent versus inconsistent with the data. The results are enumerated below for each alignment model (listed according to the MHC pocket in which the model places MBP residue 4, the most thoroughly studied MHC contact residue of the NH2-terminal MBP peptide). No discussion of the models with MBP residue 4 in the P2, P5, or P8 protein pockets is included as residues at these positions are TCR contacts but not MHC contacts. MBP residue 4 is known to be an important MHC contact and is not a TCR contact.

Model 1: MBP Residue 4 in MHC Pocket P1

Inconsistent. Places MBP residue 4 in P1. I-A^d residue β86 threonine in the P1 pocket is likely to disfavor large aromatic peptide sidechains there (2, 42–44). A large aromatic sidechain (tyrosine) at MBP 4 greatly stabilizes MBP binding to I-A^d (9). Places MBP 5 arginine in a position (P2) with very little interaction with the MHC. There is evidence it has a significant interaction with I-A^d (19).

Places MBP 6 proline in a position (P3) not commonly considered a major TCR contact. Proline 6 is a key TCR contact residue (17, 19, 20, 40). However, TCR contact may be possible here. Places MBP 8 glutamate at P5, a major TCR contact position. MBP 8 glutamate can be replaced by alanine with little effect on T cell stimulation (19, 21). Places MBP residue 4 far from I-A^d residue β9. Our site-directed mutagenesis data suggest a direct interaction between these residues.

Model 2: MBP Residue 4 in MHC Pocket P3

Inconsistent. Places MBP residue 4 in P3, a relatively shallow, exposed pocket in I-A^d that seems unlikely to act
as a strong anchor position favoring a large aromatic. A large aromatic sidechain (tyrosine) at MBP 4 greatly stabilizes MBP binding to I-A^u (9). Places MBP 9 arginine at P8, a major TCR contact position. MBP 9 arginine can be replaced by alanine with little effect on T cell stimulation (19, 21). Places MBP 6 proline in a deep pocket (P6) mostly inaccessible to TCR contact. MBP 6 proline is a key TCR contact residue (17, 19, 20, 40). Places MBP residue 4 far from I-A residue p9. Our site-directed mutagenesis data suggest a direct interaction between these residues.

Model 3: MBP residue 4 in MHC Pocket P4
Inconsistent. Places MBP residue 4 in P4, a relatively shallow, exposed pocket in I-A^u that seems unlikely to act as a strong anchor position favoring a large aromatic. A large aromatic sidechain (tyrosine) at MBP 4 greatly stabilizes MBP binding to I-A^u (9). Places MBP 2 serine at P2 and MBP 8 glutamine at P8, known TCR contact positions. Both MBP 2 serine and MBP 8 glutamine can be replaced by alanine with little effect on T cell stimulation (19, 21). Places MBP residue 4 far from I-A residue p9. Our site-directed mutagenesis data suggest a direct interaction between these residues.

Model 4: MBP residue 4 in MHC Pocket P6
Consistent. Places MBP residue 4 in P6, a large, hydrophobic pocket in I-A^u that has been shown to act as a strong anchor position favoring a large aromatic (36). A large aromatic sidechain (tyrosine) at MBP 4 greatly stabilizes MBP binding to I-A^u (9). Places MBP 3 glutamine at P5 and MBP 6 proline at P8, the major TCR contact positions. These residues have been shown to be major TCR contacts in MBP Ac1-9 (17, 19, 20, 40). Places MBP residue 4 in direct contact with I-A residue p9, consistent with our p9 site-directed mutagenesis data.

Model 5: MBP residue 4 in MHC Pocket P7
Inconsistent. Places MBP residue 4 in P7, a relatively shallow, exposed pocket in I-A^u that seems unlikely to act as a strong anchor position favoring a large aromatic. A large aromatic sidechain (tyrosine) at MBP 4 greatly stabilizes MBP binding to I-A^u (9). Places MBP 3 glutamine buried in the P6 pocket, and MBP 6 proline buried in the P9 pocket, where they would be relatively inaccessible to the TCR. These residues have been shown to be major TCR contacts in MBP Ac1-9 (17, 19, 20, 40).

Model 6: MBP residue 4 in MHC Pocket P9
Consistent. Places MBP 4 in P9, a deep pocket that could act as a strong anchor position favoring a large aromatic. A large aromatic sidechain (tyrosine) at MBP 4 greatly stabilizes MBP binding to I-A^u (9). Places MBP 3 glutamine at P8, a major TCR contact position. MBP 3 glutamine is a major TCR contact (17, 19, 20, 40). Places MBP residue 4 near to I-A residue p9. MHC residue p9 lies potentially between pockets P6 and P9, and in recent class II crystal structures its sidechain forms one side of the P9 pocket (3, 4, 29). The site-directed mutagenesis data suggest a direct interaction between MBP residue 4 and I-A residue p9.

Inconsistent. Places MBP 5 arginine and MBP 6 proline beyond the COOH-terminal end of the peptide binding cleft, where they are unlikely to be major TCR contacts. Both are key TCR contact residues (17, 19, 20, 40; Tate, K.M., and C. Beeson, unpublished data). Leaves a majority of the peptide binding groove empty. Studies of mutated CLIP peptides binding to I-A alleles demonstrates that I-A residue p9 determines P6 not P9 pocket specificity.
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